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Quantitative Field Methods
Fall 2016
Instructor:

Office hours:

Professor Cyrus Samii
NYU Politics Department
19 West 4th Street, Office 424
cdsamii@gmail.com
See online sign-up form.

Overview
This is a course about making data. Most of the methodological training that you have had up until now
has been about analyzing pre-existing data. In this class, you will study methods for performing ex ante
analyses of research design options to determine how to test hypotheses efficiently and with minimal bias,
subject to practical constraints. You will study sampling, experimental design, observational study design,
and measurement. The class will start of with a series of lectures on design-based inference and formal
frameworks for analyzing research designs. Following that will be a series of design workshops in which
students will lead presentations on state-of-the-art research designs. An end of term assignment involves
writing an original research design for a study that you define and then presenting it to the class.

Prerequisites and Eligibility
The prerequisites for the class are that students have working knowledge of mathematical, programming,
and other quantitative techniques at the level of POL-GA 1250 and POL-GA 1251 (Quant I and II). Because of resource constraints, only PhD students will be allowed to take the course for a grade. Priority
access is given to political science PhD students beyond the first year. If space permits, PhD students from
other departments are welcomed so long as they meet the prerequisites. Admission is at the discretion of
the instructor based on consideration of prerequisites. Others may audit, space permitting. Students with
special needs should come to office hours or schedule an appointment with the instructor to discuss possible
accommodation.

Texts and Software
The course will draw on various texts and resources throughout the semester. The following texts are recommended for acquisition: Thompson (2012), Gerber and Green (2012), and Rosenbaum (2009, available
in PDF from Springer). Sections from these books and other readings are indicated below. Soft copies of
articles and other digital resources will be made available by the instructor through a Dropbox linked to the
course webpage. For assignments, you will have to visit research web pages and data archives to obtain
supplemental appendices and replication files. The one item that I cannot find digitally is Nisbett and Cohen
(1996), and so you are requested to acquire a copy.
As for software, instructor support will be given for R and Stata.
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Requirements
Leading In-Class Discussions on Published Papers
Students will be assigned to lead class discussions on published papers. Each discussion will present the
paper in a manner that focuses on the hypotheses, research design, and the interrelation between the two.
Presentations should use slides address the following:
• Present relevant theoretical framework(s) and state hypotheses in terms of theoretical model parameters, including a discussion of the “debate” to which the study is contributing;
• Explain the research design, including sample selection criteria, treatment operationalization, and
method of assignment;
• Explain how key parameters, treatments, and outcomes are operationalized, how they are measured,
and any complications that have to be overcome in obtaining the data;
• Show the data analysis specification, how to interpret the quantities to be estimated from data in terms
of parameters in the theoretical hypotheses, any complications or ambiguities, and then explain testing
procedures;
• Present a power analysis using either replication data from the study or a simulation based on values
reported in the paper.
The presentation will typically require going beyond what is presented in the published paper and examining
appendices and other supplementary information. Each presentation should include about 40 minutes worth
of material, allowing for about 10-20 minutes of interruptions, questions, and discussion.
The number of presentations each student does depends on the number of people in the class and will
account for 40% of your grade. Students can work in small groups to complete the assignments, although
this must be approved by the instructor in advance.

Research Design Proposal
Each student will come up with a research design proposal for a field experiment or observational study.
The design proposal will include a full discussion and justifications for the treatment assignment method
or identification strategy, power analysis, sampling or data gathering plan, and measurement techniques. I
will provide guidance on the structure of the proposal. It should be the caliber of a proposal that you would
submit to a major scientific grant competition, such as the NSF. The last few weeks of class will be reserved
for students to present their research designs.
The design may be based on either an original research topic (e.g., it may be for a dissertation prospectus)
or “enhanced” replication of a study. By enhanced replication I mean that the design allows for rigorous
testing of refined or additional hypotheses that go beyond the main hypothesis that was tested in the original
research. For example, the enhanced replication may use blocking or a factorial design in order to unpack
the meaning of an interaction effect or a presumed mediation effect that was identified in the original study.
A draft version of the proposal will be presented during a class session toward the end of the semester, and
then the final proposal will be due one week after the last class.
The elements of the proposal assignment, including presentation of a preliminary proposal, presentation
of a final proposal, and submission of a final proposal in proper format, will account for 50% of your grade.
Students can work in small groups to complete the assignments, although this must be approved by the
instructor in advance.
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Attendance and participation
Attendance and participation in class discussions is required and counts toward 10% of your grade.

Sessions
1

Fundamentals I: design-based inference, sampling, and power
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

2

Fundamentals II: design effects, clustering, and covariates
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

3

9/7
Thompson (2012, Ch. 1-4); Gerber and Green (2012, Ch. 1-3); Bloom (1995); Duflo et al.
(2008); McConnell and Vera-Hernandez (2015).
Instructor.

9/14
Thompson (2012, Ch. 11-13); Gerber and Green (2012, Ch. 4); Bruhn and McKenzie (2009);
Athey and Imbens (2016).
Instructor.

Fundamentals III: observational study design
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

9/14
Rosenbaum (2009, Ch. 1, 3, 5, 7-8, 14-15, 19).
Instructor.

NB: No class 9/28
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Complex outcomes and credible inference
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

5

Mechanisms
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

6

10/5
Casey et al. (2012, data available); Fearon et al. (2015, data available).
TBD.

10/12
Ashraf et al. (2010, data available); Gerber et al. (2010, data available); Olken (2007, data
available); for reference: Gerber and Green (2012, Ch. 5-6, 9-10).
TBD.

Spillover and networks I
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

10/19
Miguel and Kremer (2004, data available); Paluck et al. (2016, use simulation); for reference:
Gerber and Green (2012, Ch. 8).
TBD.
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7

Spillover and networks II
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

8

10/26
Banerjee et al. (2013, data available); Nickerson (2008, use simulation).
TBD.

Research design proposal presentations
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

9

11/2
None (prepare proposal presentation).
All students.

Accessing hard-to-reach populations
Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

10

11/9
Salganik et al. (2011, including appendix); Khabbazian et al. (2016); McKenzie and Mistiaen
(2009); Paz-Bailey et al. (2011).
TBD. NB: presentations will follow a different format for these.

Dynamic experiments

Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

11/16
Gerber et al. (2011, data available); Hahn et al. (2011, replicate simulations).
TBD.

NB: No class 11/23
11

Multi-mode research

Date:
Readings:
Presenters:

12

Research design presentations

Date:
Presenters:

13

11/30
Nisbett and Cohen (1996); Grimmer et al. (2012).
TBD.

12/7
TBD.

Research design presentations

Date:
Presenters:

12/14
TBD.
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